
Puerto Rico and the NASA Space Grant Conference
Kevin Limehouse, Charleston County's Innovation Officer for Public Services and
CORE SC's Program Administrator, was invited to be a panelist at the National
Council of Space Grant Directors' Southeast Fall 2022 meeting. The annual meeting
took place in San Juan, Puerto Rico October 25-28. Kevin was on the "EPSCoR
Innovation Ecosystem" panel, along with James Harrington from NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center and CORE SC Board Member, Dr. Cassandra Runyon. Dr.
Runyon is the director of South Carolina NASA EPSCoR and the South Carolina
Space Grant Consortium.

Two quick definitions: SC Space Grant Consortium: "Under the NASA mandate for
“Capability Enhancement” states, the SCSGC works to increase the State’s
aerospace related research infrastructure. The SCSGC members devise programs
to encourage researchers and students to conduct aerospace related research
and to address the science education pipeline problem." Click here to learn more.

NASA EPSCoR: "The Established Program to Stimulate Competitive Research
(EPSCoR) establishes partnerships with government, higher education and
industry that are designed to effect lasting improvements in a state or region's
research infrastructure, research and development (R&D) capacity and its
national R&D competitiveness."  Click here to learn more.

What made NASA so interested in CORE SC? CORE SC was designed to attract and
work with NASA to do more for our citizens and prepare us for the New Space
Economy. NASA has been so pleased with CORE SC’s progress that they wanted us
to come speak about our projects, our process, and partnerships and share that
with other states.

Collaboration is the key ingredient in CORE SC's model. NASA sees this model as an
effective vehicle for connecting organizations, institutions, and industry in order to
harness their collective strengths and resources in a meaningful way. 

CORE SC made many new partnerships that will directly impact our work. We are
thankful for NASA's invitation to share CORE SC's model with the space grant
community. These partnerships are leading to effective solutions for our citizens.  

About CORE SC
The Center of Resilience
Excellence South Carolina (CORE
SC) is a consortium founded by the
College of Charleston, the South
Carolina Aquarium, and Charleston
County Government. 

What makes CORE SC effective?
Strong involvement with our
partners! We are stronger together
and work with a variety of partners
to find solutions that are equitable,
replicable, and scalable.

CORE SC and NASA continue to
build on past successes with the
goal of establishing a permanent
NASA facility in South Carolina.

The Consortium offers a wide
range of education services from
faculty fellowships to precollege
student activities.

Harold Singletary, BrightMa
Farms, highlights the CORE SC
during the Poster Presentations
at the  Conference in Puerto
Rico. Next to Harold are Kevin
Limehouse from Charleston
County and Constance Meador
from NASA. 
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For More Info: CORE SC encourages innovative ideas, solutions, projects, and partnerships.
Call Kevin Limehouse at 843-958-4012 or klimehouse@charlestoncounty.org | coresc.net.

Dr. Mitch Krell, Deputy Project
Manager, NASA EPSCoR at Stennis
Space Center,  is one of CORE SC's
earliest supporters. 

James Harrington, NASA Goddard 
Center, Kevin Limehouse, Charleston 
County, and Dr. Cass Runyon, College of 
Charleston, talk about the inclusive 
nature of the CORE SC model. 
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